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SHAPING CONFIDENT DESCISIONS
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PRESCIENT INTELLIGENCE & INSIGHT

Focused on helping product and portfolio teams 
understand both the evolving strategies of their 
competitors and the changing dynamics of key patient 
segments and geographical markets.

Shaping Confident
Decisions
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PRESCIENT INTELLIGENCE & INSIGHT

Prescient Intelligence & Insight 
offers best-in-class biopharmaceutical 
decision support by providing in-depth 
intelligence and impactful insight to 
product and portfolio teams from early 
clinical development through to loss 
of exclusivity.

Developing and commercializing a drug is not a static process

An asset or brand requires ongoing decision support from early PhaseII 
through to the end of its life cycle. Biopharmaceutical companies are 
continuously required to make decisions based on current conditions and 
an uncertain future; we provide clarity on both. We focus not only on those 
events clients can plan for, but also predict and respond to those they cannot.





Prescient eliminates blind 
spots, embraces best practice 
and maximizes foresight
Competitive intelligence and business insight 
leads partner with us to ensure they can offer 
enhanced decision support to their portfolio 
and product teams, and optimally position their 
assets abd brands versus the competition.

The experts on our specialist teams support decision making by 
providing timely and indepth insight into how changes in competitor 
activities, market dynamics and stakeholder behavior may affect the 
strategy or performance of an asset, brand or portfolio.

You know your brand. We know the market. Our shared insights 
generate powerful results.
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Profiling how the therapeutic landscape will evolve over a set period 
of time and analyzing the resulting opportunities and threats

Enabling you to learn from and respond to your competitors’ clinical 
development and commercialization strategies

Providing ongoing competitor and market insight so you can 
effectively prepare for internal decisions and external catalysts

Assessment of all products that currently or will compete with your asset, 
brand or portfolio and analyzing how the threat can be minimized

Analyzing changes to your competitive and market situation and 
assessing the potential impact on your strategy

Offering insight into specific areas of competitors’ therapy area 
strategy, ensuring you optimize your investments

Preparing you to respond effectively to any catalysts or disruptors 
that may affect you product’s strategy or performance

Competitive Landscape Assessments

Competitor Profiling

Intelligence Monitoring Programs

Competitor Threat Assessments

Current Situation Analysis

Product and Portfolio Benchmarking

Catalyst and Disruptor Planning

We deliver this highly valued 
partnership through the following 
customized solutions:
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PRESCIENT INTELLIGENCE & INSIGHT

To be valuable, intelligence must be targeted, 
insightful and actionable
You need an expert intelligence-gathering partner who 
has the disease area, functional and market expertise 
required to develop impactful insight. You want to work 
with a team that knows your product, your strategy 
and the kinds of decisions you support. A true partner 
who is proactive and invests time and thought in 
understanding you and your specific needs.

You expect intelligence that delivers confidence in 
the insight. An exceptional network of key external 
experts and respondents. A robustness of analysis 
and clarity of presentation. Global coverage and the 
capacity and stability to scale your relationship.
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Making the most of public domain information

Maximizing the value of medical meetings

Enabling you to look through the eyes of 
your competitors

In-depth analysis of peer-reviewed publications

Accessing the wisdom of key market influencers
Quantifying the implications of changes 
to the competitor and market dynamics

Secondary Data Analytics

Conference Coverage Competitor Simulation 
Workshops

Systematic Data Reviews

External Expert Interviewing
Impact Assessments

We are experts in the following evidence- and 
insight-generating methodologies to analyze 
competitor strategies, market dynamics and 
stakeholder behavior:

“Prescient’s methodology and use of sequenced frameworks delivered 

a consistent and transparent approach to assessing the implications 

of the insights needed to inform our strategic decisions.”

– Global CI Director, Top 10 Pharma 

Filling in the knowledge gaps with 
intelligence not available in the public domain

Primary Source Elicitation



Prescient continually brings evidence, 
ideas and expertise together.
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PRESCIENT – TURNING SCIENCE INTO VALUE

Deep scientific expertise means 
we will have peer-to-peer 
interactions and draw inferences 
that others miss.

Having almost 200 CI executives 
across our six offices means we can 
seamlessly scale the support we 
provide you and your stakeholders.

Our leadership team has >110 
years of combined CI experience, 
which means you will engage with 
true thought partners.

Our proprietary InflexionRx platform 
means our insight comes alive and 
your stakeholder engagement with CI 
is maximized.

Our best-in-class framework for developing 
a “so what” analysis means you will always 
know how the intelligence and insight 
impacts you.

Our global office network, linguistic 
skills and market knowledge mean 
we will unearth intelligence that 
others cannot.

Renowned Disease
Area Expertise

Unmatched Size
and Scale

Most Experienced 
CI Practitioners

Unique SaaS 
Delivery Platform

Highly Strategic and 
Actionable CI 

Global Footprint 
and Coverage
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Turning Science into Value 

Prescient is a biopharma product and portfolio strategy partner 
that specializes in turning the science of molecules into optimal 
patient outcomes and client value. Across therapeutic areas, we 
help our clients develop winning strategies. When companies 
partner with us, a molecule in their hands has greater potential for 
success than the same science in the hands of their competitors.

Founded in 2007, Prescient is a partner with global reach and 
recognized capabilities, with six offices across three continents. 
Our team of more than 225 strategy and intelligence experts work 
with 23 of the top 25 biopharmaceutical companies, the fastest-
growing mid-caps and cutting-edge emerging biotechs, including 
some of the biggest and most innovative brands. More than 80% of 
our employees hold advanced degrees; their in-depth experience 
drives our passion for science and our differentiation. We provide 
coverage throughout the drug development pathway by helping 
our clients shape confident decisions and design precise strategies 
through our dynamic decision support solutions and our brand, 
disease area and medical expertise.

Prescient has been a portfolio company of Baird Capital since 2017. 
For more information, please visit: www.PrescientHG.com.



PRESCIENT  -  TURNING SCIENCE INTO VALUE

Make the decision that 
your career deserves –
Contact Prescient today

www.PrescientHG.com info@PrescientHG.com


